A new type of ultradense logic based on single-electron tunneling between conducting islands is proposed. The basic element is a short chain of islands which shows bistable polarization and affects the polarization of neighboring chains. The power needed for computation is delivered by ac external electric field. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.
Obviously, the simplest way providing robust logical operation is to use the traditional principle of sequential switching of neighboring elements with the total energy dissipation proportional to the number of switching events. The dissipation per switching in this case should be larger than both k B T (T is the temperature͒ and the typical energy of quantum fluctuations. ͑The energy dissipation per logical operation can be less than k B T; however, this usually requires a more complicated system. 19 
͒
The purpose of the present letter is to demonstrate the possibility of traditional dissipative way of logical computation using single-electron tunneling between small conducting islands. Similar to systems suggested in Refs. 13-16 our ''device'' does not have wires. The power necessary for computation is supplied by the changes of external electric field leading to a nonequilibrium state.
A chain of closely located conducting islands ͑Fig. 1a͒ serves as the basic element of the device. Small ''puddles'' of 2D electron gas, small metallic droplets on an insulating substrate, or conducting clusters in a dielectric matrix are possible implementations of the islands. For analysis we will use the ''orthodox'' theory 1 of single-electron tunneling assuming that the tunnel resistance R between neighboring islands is much larger than R Q ϭប/2e
2 . For simplicity we consider a uniform chain ͑equally spaced islands of equal diameter͒, a͒ Electronic mail: akorotkov@ccmail.sunysb.edu FIG. 1. ͑a͒ The chain of Nϭ8 conducting islands (r/Lϭ0.5/ͱ2, ␣ϭ/4) being the basic element of the logic, and ͑b͒ hysteretic diagram of its polarization number n as a function of external field E. Fractional numbers denote the states with additional electron-hole pairs inside the chain. and assume that all background charges are zero.
The application of an external in-plane electric field E creates a potential difference between islands. At zero temperature, tunneling between neighboring islands i and j becomes possible when the potential difference ⌬ due to the external field exceeds the Coulomb blockade threshold
where C Ϫ1 is the inverse capacitance matrix. For spherical islands with radius r much less than the spacing L ͑see Fig. 1a͒ one can use the approximation
Exact electrostatic calculations show a decrease of the ratio E t /E 0 with an increase of r/L (E t ϭ0.963 E 0 in Fig. 1b͒ .
The external field drags the electron-hole pair toward the edges of the chain, creating the polarized state of the chain. The field of the pair prevents the creation of the next pairs if E is sufficiently close to E t . A further increase of external field can lead to an increase of the number n of electrons and holes on the edge islands ͑Fig. 1b͒. If the field decreases, the ''polarization number'' n also decreases; however, the threshold for the pair annihilation is lower than the threshold for the pair creation. This leads to multistability which is similar to multistability in voltage-biased arrays of tunnel junctions.
1,5-7,10,11 We will use states nϭ0 and nϭ1 to represent logical zero and unity.
The polarization change can propagate along a line of closely located chains ͑Fig. 2a͒. Suppose that all chains are not polarized initially, and E is slightly less than E t . This is a metastable state. If one chain becomes polarized, the field of extra electron ͑hole͒ on the edge island increases the potential difference between neighboring islands of the next chain ͑Fig. 2a͒. This makes tunneling energetically favorable and leads to polarization of the next chain ͑electrons do not tunnel between chains because of the large distance͒. This in turn polarizes the next chain and so on. The energy is dissipated during the switching of each chain leading to simple deterministic dynamics of the circuit.
This dynamics has been simulated using a standard Monte Carlo approach based on the ''orthodox'' theory 1 of single-electron tunneling. In contrast to usual single-electron circuits the electric field is no longer concentrated within tunnel junctions. Hence, the long-range interaction between islands is important, and this requires determination of the full capacitance matrix as a function of the island arrangement. The capacitance matrix for spherical islands was calculated numerically using the method of multiple electrostatic images.
The external field margins for information propagation depend on the arrangement of islands. For a line of chains consisting of Nϭ8 islands with the geometry shown in Fig.  2a (r/Lϭ0.5/ͱ2, ␣ϭ/4) the operation range is between 0.895 E 0 and 0.961 E 0 corresponding to a margin of 7.2%. The latter number gives also a crude estimate of the margins for other parameters ͑radius, spacing, etc.͒. It increases with the decrease of the distance between islands ͑for example, the margin is 8.6% for r/Lϭ0.6/ͱ2).
The line of chains shown in Fig. 2a allows propagation perpendicular to external field from left to right. The unidirectional propagation is a consequence of the asymmetry of the circuit; a mirror image of this line would allow propagation from right to left. Propagation with a velocity component along the field or opposite to it can be achieved even more easily by the use of one long chain.
The natural fan-out of the signal into two lines can be realized if both edge islands of a chain are used to trigger the next chains ͑Fig. 2b͒. The circuit shown in Fig. 2b operates correctly for external field within the range from 0.895 E 0 to 0.944 E 0 (5.3% margin͒. Actually, the circuits with even larger number of chains in input and output lines than shown in the figures have been simulated, to ensure the account of contribution from long-range interactions.
A ''bi-controlled'' chain ͑fifth from the right in Fig. 3a͒ which can be triggered by the polarization of either of two neighboring input chains can be used as the basic part of the logical gate OR. The simulation of the circuit shown in Fig.  3a gives the operation range from 0.896 E 0 to 0.943 E 0 (5.2% margin͒.
The logical gate AND can be designed similar to the OR gate, but with slightly larger distance between the ''bicontrolled'' chain and neighboring input chains, in order to decrease their influence. Another possibility is to make the islands of ''bi-controlled'' chain slightly smaller in order to increase the Coulomb blockade energy. The simulation of the circuit shown in Fig. 3a with the reduced radius of the islands of the ''bi-controlled'' chain rЈϭ0.95r shows that the circuit operates as an AND gate within range from 0.896 E 0 to 0.937 E 0 (4.6% margin͒.
An important drawback of the present version of the logic is the difficult design of the inverter ͑logical NOT gate͒, that is a consequence of the asymmetry between logical zero and unity. This problem can be solved with the use of temporal dynamics. The circuit shown in Fig. 3b imple-FIG. 2 . ͑a͒ The line of chains propagating the signal in the direction ͑from left to right͒ perpendicular to external field. The geometry of chains is taken from Fig. 1. ͑b͒ The circuit for the fan-out of the signal A. ments the logical function ͑NOT A͒.AND.B if the signal from input A comes before the signal from input B. The signal B will propagate to the output as in the usual propagation line, unless the chains of input A are polarized. The simulation of the circuit gives the operation range for external field from 0.895 E 0 to 0.943 E 0 (5.2% margin͒.
This circuit can be used as NOT A, if logical unity always comes from input B and it always comes later than signal A. The relative delays of signals can be adjusted using propagation lines of the proper length or controlling the tunnel resistance R.
The logical gates considered, together with propagation lines and fan-out circuits, are sufficient for computing. In the simplest mode of operation, all chains inside a device have zero polarization and external field is zero in the initial state. Then external field increases up to a value for which all gates operate correctly, and elements start to switch in accordance with the input information flowing from the edges of the device. The result of the computation is the final polarization of output elements which can be read out, for example, by single-electron transistors.
This simplest mode of operation can obviously be improved by the use of periodic changes of the external field ͑''clock cycles''͒. Properly chosen levels of the field can reset some elements but preserve the information in other elements. Performance can be improved by the use of elements with different Coulomb blockade thresholds and use of two in-plane components of external field.
An estimate of the external electric field shows that it is relatively large but still can be much smaller than the breakdown limit of the substrate. For example, for circuits shown in Figs. 2 and 3 made of metallic islands with rϭ2 nm on a quartz substrate the typical field E 0 Ӎ4ϫ10 5 V/cm ͑break-down field is about 5ϫ10 6 V/cm͒. The large Coulomb blockade energy WӍe 2 /4 0 r (WӍ3ϫ10 3 K for the parameters mentioned above͒ makes the operation at liquid nitrogen temperature feasible. The use of checking algorithms ͑control sums, etc.͒ can allow reliable computation in the presence of rare erroneous switching due to finite temperature and cotunneling. 18 The energy consumption for parameters above can be estimated as UӍeEL cos ␣Ӎ3ϫ10 Ϫ20 J per island per switching. Assuming density 10 12 islands/cm 2 and clock frequency 10 9 Hz one finds a power about 30 W/cm 2 . The use of nonzero background charges can reduce the necessary external field and power consumption. It can also remove the asymmetry between logical zero and unity and, hence, increase the parameter margins and allow the simpler design of the inverter.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the possibility of single-electron logic using tunneling between small conducting islands in the presence of an external electric field. The logical functions are realized by specific arrangement of islands without need of wires.
The 
